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ABSTRACT
Context. The phase of radio galaxy evolution after the jets have switched off, often referred to as the remnant phase, is poorly
understood and very few sources in this phase are known.
Aims. In this work we present an extensive search for remnant radio galaxies in the Lockman Hole, a well-studied extragalactic field.
We create mock catalogues of low-power radio galaxies based on Monte Carlo simulations to derive first-order predictions of the
fraction of remnants in radio flux limited samples for comparison with our Lockman-Hole sample.
Methods. Our search for remnant radio galaxies is based on LOFAR observations at 150 MHz combined with public survey data at
higher frequencies. To enhance the selection process, and obtain a more complete picture of the remnant population, we use spectral
criteria such as ultra-steep spectral index and high spectral curvature, and morphological criteria such as low radio core prominence
and relaxed shapes to identify candidate remnant radio galaxies. Mock catalogues of radio galaxies are created based on existing
spectral and dynamical evolution models combined with observed source properties.
Results. We have identified 23 candidate remnant radio galaxies which cover a variety of morphologies and spectral characteristics.
We suggest that these different properties are related to different stages of the remnant evolution. We find that ultra-steep spectrum
remnants represent only a fraction of our remnant sample suggesting a very rapid luminosity evolution of the radio plasma. Results
from mock catalogues demonstrate the importance of dynamical evolution in the remnant phase of low-power radio galaxies to obtain
fractions of remnant sources consistent with our observations. Moreover, these results confirm that ultra-steep spectrum remnants
represent only a small subset of the entire population (∼50%) when frequencies higher than 1400 MHz are not included in the
selection process, and that they are biased towards old ages.
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1. Introduction
Radio-loud active galactic nuclei (AGN) are an episodic phe-
nomenon in a galaxy’s lifetime. The active phase of a radio AGN
can last several tens of Myr, after which the radio jets stop and
the source starts to fade away (Parma et al. 1999). The fate of
the radio galaxy remnant plasma and the physical processes driv-
ing its evolution are still poorly constrained, although they have
implications for several areas of radio galaxy research. Firstly,
the modelling of the radio spectrum of remnant sources provides
constraints on the timescales of activity and quiescence of the
radio source, i.e. on its duty cycle, and on their dynamical evo-
lution (Kardashev 1962; Murgia et al. 2011; Kaiser 2009; Kap-
inska et al. 2015; Turner & Shabala 2015). Secondly, a better
knowledge of the energetics of these objects can help quantify
the role of radio AGN feedback, as well as give new insights into
the formation of radio sources in galaxy clusters such as relics,
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halos, and phoenixes (Slee et al. 2001; Enßlin & Brüggen 2002;
van Weeren et al. 2009; de Gasperin et al. 2015). Larger samples
of remnant radio galaxies are required to enable an investigation
of their physical properties in a statistical sense and to provide
new constraints on models describing the radio galaxy evolution.
Attempts have been made to find these sources using all-
sky surveys (e.g. Cohen et al. 2007, Parma et al. 2007, Mur-
gia et al. 2011) and individual deep fields (Sirothia et al. 2009).
Most of the searches have been based on spectral information.
The radio spectrum of old remnant plasma is expected to be
ultra-steep (α & 1.2 where Sν ∝ ν−α) according to radiative
cooling models (Pacholczyk 1970); therefore, ultra-steep spec-
tral indices have been mostly used as the selection criterion (e.g.
Cohen et al. 2007, Parma et al. 2007). Murgia et al. (2011) sug-
gested using the spectral curvature (SPC = αhigh −αlow) to select
sources whose integrated spectrum is not yet ultra-steep below
1400 MHz but show a steepening at higher frequencies (Murgia
et al. 2011, Brienza et al. 2016). This can happen if the period of
time that has elapsed since the AGN switched off is much longer
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than the time the AGN was active. One of the main shortcom-
ings of this method is the requirement for at least three different
frequency observations at comparable resolution.
However, recent results from mock radio catalogues derived
from simulations of high-power radio galaxies by Godfrey et al.
(2017) show that spectral selection criteria only capture a frac-
tion of the entire remnant population and are strongly biased
towards very old sources. Therefore, complementary selection
criteria should be considered to create complete samples.
A few authors have based a search for remnant sources on
morphological criteria alone without probing the spectral prop-
erties of the sources. For example, Saripalli et al. (2012) se-
lected sources that lack compact features like hot spots, jets,
and cores, while Giovannini et al. (1988) and Hardcastle et al.
(2016) use a criterion of low radio core prominence (Score/Stot <
10−4−5×10−3). However, it is not yet clear whether these meth-
ods alone are able to select remnant sources efficiently.
In this paper we present a systematic search for remnant ra-
dio galaxies in one of the largest and best-characterized extra-
galactic deep fields, the Lockman Hole. This work makes use of
the recent observations at 150 MHz performed with the LOw-
Frequency ARray (LOFAR, van Haarlem et al. 2013) published
by Mahony et al. (2016) (hereafter M16). Thanks to its high sen-
sitivity and excellent uv coverage, LOFAR is currently the best
instrument for detecting sources with low surface brightness at
low frequency allowing us to characterize their morphology at
high spatial resolution. Our motivation is to use this field to as-
sess the selection strategy and to estimate how many remnants
we will be able to discover in the LOFAR Two-metre Sky Sur-
vey (LoTSS, Shimwell et al. 2016).
In order to perform an extensive and ideally unbiased search
for all classes of remnant radio galaxies, we adopt for the first
time various selection criteria based on spectral properties (ultra-
steep spectral index and high spectral curvature) and on mor-
phology (low radio core prominence and relaxed shapes). To do
this we combine the LOFAR 150 MHz data with higher fre-
quency public radio surveys, i.e. the 1400-MHz NRAO VLA
Sky Survey, (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998), the 325-MHz WENSS
survey (Rengelink et al. 1997), and the Faint Images of the Radio
Sky at Twenty-cm survey (FIRST, Becker et al. 1995).
In addition to the observational search, we also created mock
catalogues of radio sources based on Monte Carlo simulations to
investigate how many remnant sources are expected in our flux
limited sample. Following the work of Godfrey et al. (2017) we
created mock catalogues of low-power radio sources based on
observed source properties and on published analytical radia-
tive and dynamical evolution models of radio sources. The in-
teresting aspect of this approach is that we can directly compare
the empirical catalogue with the mock catalogue by applying the
same flux density cut, and compare the results by applying the
same selection criteria.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we summa-
rize the data used in this work; in Section 3 we describe the se-
lection techniques and the results on the Lockman Hole; in Sec-
tion 4 we present mock catalogues of low-power radio galax-
ies produced using Monte Carlo simulations to study the pre-
dicted fraction of remnant radio galaxies in the Lockman Hole.
The cosmology adopted throughout the paper assumes a flat uni-
verse and the following parameters: H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1,
ΩΛ = 0.7,ΩM = 0.3.
2. Lockman Hole data
Observations of the Lockman Hole field performed with the LO-
FAR High-Band Antennas (HBA) at 150 MHz have been re-
cently published by M16. The sensitivity and resolution of these
observations, as well as the existence of ancillary data, offer
an excellent opportunity for our investigation on remnant radio
galaxies. We summarize in Table 1 the most relevant parameters
of the observations and we refer the interested reader to M16 for
a full description of the data reduction and the analysis of the
field.
M16 presented the cross-match of the 150 MHz LOFAR
catalogue with a deep (11-µJy beam−1 rms) mosaic at 1400
MHz observed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT) and covering an area of 6.6 sq. degrees (Prandoni et al.
in preparation). Hereafter, we will refer to this cross-matched
catalogue as ‘Lockman-WSRT’. This allowed for a very sensi-
tive spectral index study in the range 150-1400 MHz which will
be used in our analysis. A spectral study of the sources with an-
gular size < 40 arcsec was also performed on the entire LOFAR
field of view (referred to as Lockman-wide) by combining the
150 MHz LOFAR catalogue with the NVSS, the WENSS, and
the VLA Low-Frequency Sky Survey (VLSS, Cohen et al. 2007).
Table 1: Observation and image parameters and catalogue infor-
mation for the Lockman Hole field from Mahony et al. (2016).
LOFAR Observations
RA (J2000) 10h47m00s
DEC (J2000) +58o05’00"
Date of observation 18 March 2013
Total observing time 9.6 hrs
Frequency range 110-182 MHz
LOFAR Image
Field of view 35 deg2
Beam size 18.6×14.7 arcsec, PA=85.7 deg
Rms noise 150-900 µJy beam−1
Number of sources 4882
WSRT Observations
RA (J2000) 10h52m16.6s
DEC (J2000) +58o01’15"
Date of observation Dec 2006 - June 2007
Total observing time 12 hrs
Frequency range 1400 MHz
WSRT Image
Field of view 6.6 deg2
Beam size 11×9 arcsec, PA=0 deg
Rms noise 11 µJy beam−1
Number of sources 6194
Lockman–WSRT catalogue
Field of view 6.6 deg2
Number of LOFAR sources (150 MHz) 1302
Number of WSRT sources (1400 MHz) 1289
New low-resolution catalogues
In order to increase the image sensitivity to large-scale low
surface brightness emission, which is typical of remnant ra-
dio galaxies, we have re-imaged the LOFAR data using the
awimager software (Tasse et al. 2013). We fix the pixel size to 8
arcsec, the weighting to robust=-0.5, and the longest baseline to
4 kλ. Moreover, we apply a final restoring beam of 45 arcsec to
match the resolution of NVSS. The rms at the centre of the field
is 1.2 mJy beam−1 over a bandwidth of 50 MHz. With this new
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image we can more accurately cross-match all LOFAR sources
with NVSS and WENSS to get spectral indices.
We perform the source extraction using the LOFAR Python
Blob Detection and Source Measurement software (PYBDSM,
Mohan & Rafferty 2015) following the same strategy used by
M16. In this way we get a catalogue of 2588 sources above
5σ. To check the flux scale of the extracted catalogue we cross-
match it with the GMRT 150 MHz All-sky Radio Survey alter-
native data release (TGSS ADR1, Intema et al. 2017) using only
sources that are point-like in the TGSS ADR1. We find an aver-
age flux density excess in the LOFAR sources of 7% in agree-
ment with M16. We therefore correct the final total flux densities
of our catalogue by this factor. The uncertainties of the LOFAR
flux densities are computed following M16.
To perform the spectral analysis we cross-match the 45 arc-
sec resolution LOFAR catalogue with higher frequency surveys
using the Tool for OPerations on Catalogues And Tables (TOP-
CAT, Taylor 2005). Our spectral index analysis is based on two
catalogues which are described below and summarized in Ta-
ble 2.
The first catalogue (hereafter L45N) was created to investi-
gate the spectral index distribution α1400150 of the sources in the
entire LOFAR field, including extended sources, and to iden-
tify ultra-steep spectrum sources on a broad frequency range.
The LOFAR catalogue at 45 arcsec resolution has been cross-
matched with the NVSS catalogue using a search radius of 15
arcsec (M16). In order to account for the shallower flux limit
of the NVSS, we only included sources with Speak,150>40 mJy
so that all LOFAR sources without an NVSS counterpart (at
5σ=2.3 mJy) have spectra steeper than α1400150 =1.2. By making
this cut the LOFAR catalogue is restricted to 543 sources. All
sources have been visually inspected to check for any misiden-
tifications in the automatic matching procedure and to make
sure that multi-component sources are compared consistently be-
tween the two catalogues. As a result of this procedure we obtain
an NVSS counterpart for 534 out of 543 sources.
Two-point spectral indices are calculated using the total flux
density. For the nine objects that do not have a high-frequency
counterpart we place an upper limit at 1400 MHz equal to 2.3
mJy (5σ in NVSS). For these objects the spectral index is com-
puted using the peak flux density at both frequencies. The error
on the spectral index is computed using
αerr =
1
ln ν1
ν2
√(
S 1,err
S 1
)2
+
(
S 2,err
S 2
)2
, (1)
where S 1 and S 2 are the flux densities at frequencies ν1 and
ν2, and S 1,err and S 2,err are the respective errors.
The spectral index median value is α1400150 = 0.81 ± 0.012
(errors from bootstrap) with an interquartile range of [0.79, 0.83]
in agreement with M16 (Figure 1).
The second catalogue (hereafter L45NW) was created to in-
vestigate the spectral curvature of sources in the LOFAR field,
including extended sources. To produce it the catalogue L45N is
further cross-matched with the WENSS catalogue using a search
radius of 15 arcsec (M16). Again, all sources have been visually
inspected to check for any misidentifications in the automatic
matching procedure and to make sure that multi-component
sources are compared consistently between the catalogues. Out
of 543 sources, 452 are found to have a WENSS counterpart.
When using this catalogue in the following analysis we neglect
sources that do not have a detection at 325 MHz. These sources
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Fig. 1: Spectral index distribution α1400150 calculated between LO-
FAR and NVSS using the L45N catalogue. Spectral indices of
sources without a detection at 1400 MHz are here included as
upper limits and are shown in black. The solid line represents the
median value of the distribution equals to 0.81. The dashed line
represents the boundary between steep and ultra-steep sources
equal to α1400150 = 1.2
would have both α1400325 and α
325
150 unconstrained, making it difficult
to compute a useful value of spectral curvature. Sources only
missing the NVSS counterpart are instead kept in the sample.
For these sources only the spectral index α1400325 is a lower limit
and the spectral curvature is consequently a lower limit as well.
This allows us to include sources that have a sudden steepening
in the spectrum (e.g. Brienza et al. 2016). Two-point spectral in-
dices, α1400325 and α
325
150, are calculated using the total flux density
for the LOFAR and NVSS catalogue. For the WENSS catalogue
we use the peak flux for all sources with major axis < 65 arc-
sec (the WENSS beam size in the Lockman Hole direction) and
the total flux otherwise. Because of the lower sensitivity of the
WENSS catalogue, we have verified that the peak flux density
better represents the real flux densities of the sources especially
at low flux levels. This is further justified by the lower resolution
with respect to NVSS and LOFAR. We note that Scaife & Heald
(2012) suggest that the WENSS flux should be scaled by a factor
of 0.9 (average on the entire sky) to match the LOFAR flux scale
of Roger et al. (1973). Following M16, we do not to apply this
correction because it causes a systematic underestimation of the
WENSS flux density with respect to the value expected from the
spectral index α1400150 for a typical radio source. The error on the
spectral index is computed using Eq. 1.
3. Selection of remnant radio galaxies
In this section we describe the approach that we used to select
remnant radio galaxies in the Lockman Hole field. The identifi-
cation of this class of sources is challenging, due to the variety
of characteristics that they are expected to have, which depend
on their age and physical properties.
Godfrey et al. (2017) has demonstrated that the spectral se-
lection criteria are biased towards old remnants and do not al-
low us to select the entire remnant population, especially with-
out frequencies higher than 5000 MHz where the steepening oc-
curs sooner. For this reason we use here spectral criteria such as
ultra-steep spectral index and high spectral curvature, and mor-
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Table 2: Image parameters and catalogue information for the
Lockman Hole field created for this work.
Image
Beam size 45×45 arcsec
Rms noise 1.2 mJy beam−1
Number of sources 2588
L45N catalogue
Field of view 35 deg2
Number of LOFAR sources (150 MHz) 543
(Sources with Speak > 40 mJy)
Number of NVSS sources (1400 MHz) 534
L45NW catalogue
Field of view 35 deg2
Number of LOFAR sources (150 MHz) 452
(Sources with Speak > 40 mJy)
Number of WENSS sources (325 MHz) 452
Number of NVSS sources (1400 MHz) 444
phological criteria such as low radio core prominence (CP) and
relaxed shapes to identify remnant candidates. The combination
of remnants identified by these techniques can provide crucial
information on the integrated spectral properties of the remnant
age distribution, which in turn can be used to test models of rem-
nant lobe evolution, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
We perform the selection using the LOFAR images and cat-
alogues at both high and low resolution, combined with higher
frequency surveys (NVSS, WENSS, FIRST). In particular, for
each selection criterion we use different combinations of cata-
logues and images and different flux limits to obtain the best
selection. This means that our selected samples should be con-
sidered as independent (partially overlapping) datasets and the
overall completeness of our remnant candidates’ search cannot
be established. A description of the different selection methods
is presented in the following sections.
3.1 Ultra-steep spectral index selection
Spectral ageing models predict the integrated radio spectrum of
active sources to be a broken power law. Values in the range
0.5-0.7 are classically assumed for the spectral injection index
αinj (e.g. Blandford & Ostriker 1978) below a break frequency
νbreak, while a spectral index equal to α = αinj + 0.5 is expected
above νbreak according to the continuous injection model (Jaffe
& Perola 1973; Carilli et al. 1991). After the active nucleus of
the radio galaxies switches off, the spectrum steepens well be-
yond this value. For this reason we consider all sources having
α1400150 > 1.2 to be good candidates (Komissarov & Gubanov
1994). This value allows us to collect the largest number of
remnant candidates while minimizing contamination from ac-
tive steep sources. False positives are particularly expected to
come from active Fanaroff-Riley class II (FRII, Fanaroff & Ri-
ley 1974) radio galaxies for which recent observations indicate
high values of injection spectral indices αinj & 0.7 (Harwood
et al. 2016). However, FRII radio galaxies are not expected to
dominate our sample, as shown in Section 4.1.
In the L45N catalogue we find that 22 sources (4.1%) have
α1400150 > 1.2. These include the nine sources without a NVSS
detection. When accounting for the errors on the spectral indices,
this percentage can vary in the range [3.7%-6.3%].
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Fig. 2: Radio colour-colour plot for sources in the L45NW sam-
ple. Triangles represent sources that are not detected in NVSS.
Sources that have been selected using the spectral curvature cri-
terion described in Section 3.2 are marked with open red sym-
bols. In the bottom right corner a mean error for the points in
the plot is show. A black dashed line represents the 1:1 diagonal.
Grey lines represent the constraints used for the selection.
3.2 Spectral curvature selection
The spectral curvature, defined as SPC = αhigh−αlow (in this case
αlow = α
325
150 and αhigh = α
1400
325 ), is introduced to select sources
whose global spectrum is not steep enough to be included in
the ultra-steep sample but show a significant curvature due to
particle ageing.
In Fig. 2 we show the spectral indices between 150 and 325
MHz compared to the spectral indices between 325 and 1400
MHz derived in the L45NW. Triangles indicate sources that do
not have a detection at 1400 MHz and therefore only have a
lower limit on the spectral index α1400325 . We can see that most of
the sources cluster around the 1:1 diagonal indicating a straight
power-law spectrum, within the errors.
For our search we consider as good candidates all those
sources that have, within the errors, 0.5 ≤ α325150 < 1, the typi-
cal range for active sources, and α1400325 ≥ 1.5. The constraint in
α325150 is chosen to avoid sources that are either already ultra-steep
in the range 150-325 MHz or that have a turnover at low fre-
quencies due to self-absorption processes, while that in α1400325 is
chosen to select ultra-steep sources at the highest frequencies
available. By applying these selection criteria we identify six
sources (out of 453) which are shown in Figure 2 as red open
symbols.
3.3 Morphology selection
Morphological selection can be used as another useful tool to
identify remnant sources (e.g. Saripalli et al. 2012). It potentially
allows us to recognize remnants whose spectrum is still not ultra-
steep or curved and thus are missed by the spectral selection.
Unequivocally defining the morphology of a remnant radio
galaxy is challenging. Indeed, the shape of the source at the end
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of its life depends on its original morphology and physical prop-
erties and on the conditions of the surrounding medium. The
classical prototype of a remnant radio galaxy is thought to have
relaxed morphology without compact components like a core,
hot-spots, or jets. Moreover the shape of the remnant plasma
may become amorphous due to expansion if the source is over-
pressured at the end of its life (Blundell et al. 1999; Wang &
Kaiser 2008).
In light of this, we perform the morphology selection us-
ing the LOFAR high-resolution image via visual inspection.
The low-resolution image, which is more sensitive to large-scale
emission, is also used to confirm the candidates. For the selec-
tion we use the following criteria: (i) extended size in the high-
resolution map (& 60 arcsec equal to ∼ 3 × beam to to enable
a visual inspection of the shape), (ii) relaxed morphology with
low surface brightness (< 50 mJy arcmin−2) at 150 MHz, (iii)
absence of compact features (core, jets, or hot-spots) in the LO-
FAR image, and (iv) absence of compact features above 3σ in the
FIRST at 5 arcsec resolution. Our final sample of morphologi-
cally selected candidate remnant radio galaxies is composed of
13 sources. According to the source size measurements made by
PyBDSM in the high-resolution catalogue, there are 69 sources
with a major axis >60 arcsec. This is considered a lower limit
since some of the multi-component extended sources may not
be automatically combined by the source extraction software.
The candidate remnant radio source fraction among sources with
sizes exceeding 60 arcsec is therefore <13/69 (. 20%). The LO-
FAR contours of the 13 candidates overlaid on the FIRST maps
are shown in Fig. 3 marked ‘M’.
3.4 Low radio core prominence selection
With the morphological criteria presented in Section 3.3 we have
selected sources with relaxed shapes and lacking any compact
components. However, there may be remnant sources without
core radio emission but where the hot-spots are still visible if the
jets have recently (less than a jet travel time) switched off (e.g.
3C28 Feretti et al. 1984, Harwood et al. 2015).
To identify these candidate remnant radio sources, we per-
form a further selection using the core prominence, i.e. the ratio
between the core power at high frequency and the power of the
extended emission at low frequency. de Ruiter et al. (1990) show
that the core prominence in the B2 sample (Colla et al. 1970,
Fanti et al. 1978) is inversely proportional to the radio luminos-
ity of the source varying in the range 0.1-0.001 for radio powers
in the range 1024 − 1026 WHz−1. In agreement with this finding,
the objects in the 3CRR sample, which contains the most pow-
erful radio galaxies in the sky, show a mean radio core promi-
nence of ∼3×10−4 (Giovannini et al. 1988, Mullin et al. 2008).
We therefore expect remnant radio galaxies to have, on average,
a CP. ×10−4.
For this selection we follow the approach taken by Hardcas-
tle et al. (2016). We use the FIRST to search for any visible core
emission. We initially consider all sources with the following
characteristics: (i) total flux density at 150 MHz above 90 mJy
(at 45 arcsec) to be able to put the tightest possible upper limit to
the CP in case of core not detection (<0.005) and (ii) size above
40 arcsec (in the LOFAR map at 18 arcsec resolution) to allow
the visual identification of the radio core.
Using these criteria we are left with 34 sources for which
we visually checked the presence of a core in the FIRST im-
ages. We find that 10 out of 34 sources clearly do not show core
emission down to 3σ and that can be considered candidate radio
remnants (∼30%). As expected, there is some overlap with the
morphology selection presented in Sec. 3.3. In particular three
sources are identified with both CP and morphology criteria
(J103414+600333, J104732+555007, and J105230+563602).
For all the candidates we compute an upper limit of the CP as
the ratio between the 3σ level in the FIRST image (at the local
noise) and the total LOFAR flux density, giving an average value
of 3.3×10−4. One caveat of this method is that it may be affected
by core flux density variability if the flux density of the core and
the extended structure do not come from simultaneous observa-
tions. The values of the computed core prominence are listed in
Table 3. The LOFAR contours of the ten candidates overlaid on
the FIRST maps are shown in Fig. 3 marked ‘CP’.
The candidate percentage should be considered as an upper
limit for two reasons. Firstly, the low sensitivity of the FIRST
survey does not allow us to put tight constraints on faint ra-
dio cores and future high-sensitivity and high-resolution obser-
vations may reveal the presence of a faint radio core for some
sources. Secondly, the total fraction of extended radio galaxies
may be underestimated because some multi-component sources
may be missed by the source extractor software as already men-
tioned in Sec. 3.3.
3.5 Results of remnant radio galaxy selection process
In this section we investigate the results from the selections pre-
sented above.
With the ultra-steep spectrum criterion (see Section 3.1),
which is a widely used technique in the literature to search for
remnants, we have selected 4.1% [3.7%-6.3%] of the sources in
the catalogue. Although the L45N catalogue includes extended
sources (>40 arcsec) that were excluded in the Lockman-wide
catalogue by M16, the resulting percentage is comparable to the
value they found (4.9%). This suggests that the ultra-steep spec-
tral indices are not preferentially associated with very extended
sources. The same spectral study performed on the Lockman-
WSRT at much higher sensitivity and resolution results in a con-
sistent percentage of 6.6%, varying in the range [4.3%-9.2%].
We mention here that the fraction found in the Lockman-WSRT
catalogue by M16 is consistent with previous analysis performed
by Afonso et al. (2011) and Ibar et al. (2009) at comparable flux
limits on a smaller portion of the same field (0.56 deg2) at higher
frequencies (6.3%, α1400625 > 1.3). Studies on different fields still
find low fractions of ultra-steep spectrum sources, though a de-
tailed comparison is difficult due to the varying observational
characteristics (frequencies, sensitivities, field of view). For ex-
ample, Cohen et al. (2004) using the VLSS catalogue with a
flux limit of S74MHz=0.7 Jy beam−1 find 2.7% of sources with
α32574 > 1.2, and Sirothia et al. (2009) using dedicated observa-
tions on a field of 0.25 deg2 and a flux limit of S153MHz=2.5 mJy
beam−1 find 3.7% of sources with α1260250 > 1.03).
It is important to stress that our sample of ultra-steep spec-
trum sources not only includes remnant radio galaxies but
also other classes of sources with the same spectral properties.
Among these are cluster relics and halos (e.g. (van Weeren et al.
2009)) and mostly high-z radio galaxies (HzRGs, e.g. Röttgering
et al. 1994, De Breuck et al. 2000). In our sample of ultra-steep
spectrum sources we have one source which is part of the cluster
A1132 and which will be excluded from the further analysis due
to its uncertain nature.
Disentangling remnants from HrRGs is difficult without the
optical identification of the host galaxy, and we defer this analy-
sis to a future study. A tentative discrimination between the two
classes of sources can be done using the source angular size. We
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Table 3: Final list of remnant radio galaxy candidates selected with different criteria (see Section 3). In Col. 1 are the source names in
J2000 coordinates; Col. 2 the source component (N=North, S=South, E=East, W=West); Col. 3 the flux densities at 150 MHz from
the L45N catalogue; Col. 4 the spectral indices between LOFAR 150 MHz and NVSS 1400 MHz; Col. 5 the radio core prominence
(CP) computed as the ratio between the FIRST 1400 MHz core flux density and the LOFAR 150 MHz total flux density; and
Col. 6 the selection methods used to identify the source (M=morphology, CP=low core prominence, US=ultra-steep spectrum with
size>40 arcsec). Sources showing ultra-steep spectra are marked with an asterisk.
Name Component S150MHz α1400150 CP Selection
[mJy] criteria
J102818+560811 total 50.2 0.68 <2.9 × 10−3 M
J102842+575122 total 32.3 - <1.3 × 10−2 M
N 15.0 >0.88
S 17.3 >0.94
J102905+585721 total 34.3 >1.2* <3.5 × 10−3 M
J102917+584208 total 112.3 0.95 <4.3 × 10−4 CP
J103132+591549 total 121.3 1.16 <3.8 × 10−4 CP
J103414+600333 total 151.7 - <8.9 × 10−4 M, CP
NE 24.4 0.47
SW 127.3 1.00
J103602+554007 total 27.5 >1.01 <2.1 × 10−3 M
J103641+593702 total 30.5 >0.99 <1.9 × 10−3 M
J103805+601150 total 181.6 0.90 <2.6 × 10−4 CP
J104208+592030 total 152.5 1.09 <3.7 × 10−4 CP
J104516+563148 total 25.8 - <3.4 × 10−3 M
E 15.9 1.11
W 9.9 0.94
J104646+564744 total 758.7 0.94 <6.6 × 10−5 CP
J104732+555007 total 91.2 - <9.8 × 10−4 M, CP
NW 42.6 1.25*
SE 48.6 1.20*
J105230+563602 total 204.2 0.87 <7.4 × 10−4 M, CP
J105402+550554 total 46.4 >0.86 <9.6 × 10−4 M
J105554+563532 total 83.9 1.43* <1.4 × 10−3 US
J105703+584721 total 1518.3 0.91 <4.4 × 10−5 CP
J105729+591128 total 11.9 1.08 <3.7 × 10−3 M
J110108+560330 total 58.2 1.22* <2.3 × 10−3 US
J110136+592602 total 45.7 - <2.6 × 10−3 M
NE 22.0 1.14
SW 23.7 1.17
J110255+585740 total 97.5 1.40* <1.2 × 10−3 US
J110420+585409 total 225.9 0.84 <1.7 × 10−4 CP
J110806+583144 total 27.1 0.80 <1.6 × 10−3 M
restrict our sample of ultra-steep spectrum remnants to sources
having a deconvolved angular size >40 arcsec in the LOFAR
high-resolution catalogue. At redshift z = 2 this would corre-
spond to a linear size >300 kpc, which is unlikely for a HzRG
(Ker et al. 2012) and supports the classification as remnant radio
galaxy at lower redshift. By using this further criterion we select
3/21 ultra-steep sources as good candidate remnants, which rep-
resent only <1% (3/543) of all sources in the L45N catalogue.
This should be considered a conservative upper limit since some
of the compact sources may be small remnants. The LOFAR
contours of the three candidates overlaid on the FIRST maps are
shown in Fig. 3 marked ‘US’.
The selection based on the SPC is used to include radio
galaxies in an intermediate evolutionary stage (see Section 3.2)
where the spectrum starts to be curved because of the particle
ageing, but is still not ultra-steep down to low frequencies. With
this method we identify six sources. However, in order to avoid
contamination from HzRG, we apply here the same angular size
criterion described in the previous paragraph. Because all six
sources are unresolved at 18-arcsec resolution we reject them
all from our selection. Moreover, we note that all six sources
have already been identified by the ultra-steep spectrum crite-
rion α1400150 > 1.2. Because the steepening of the spectrum at early
stages occurs mostly at higher frequency, we suggest that includ-
ing observations at 5000-MHz or higher in this kind of analysis
is essential for the selection to produce complementary results to
the ultra-steep spectrum method (see e.g. Brienza et al. 2016). In
our work, sources that have spectral breaks at frequencies >1400
MHz are missed by the SPC selection and sources that have very
curved spectra also have ultra-steep spectral indices at low fre-
quencies and are therefore already included in the ultra-steep se-
lection criterion. Complementary data at such low flux limits at
5000 MHz are not currently available over large fractions of the
sky. Observations of the Lockman Hole at 15000 MHz have been
carried out (AMI Consortium et al. 2011; Whittam et al. 2013),
but due to their very low sensitivity they do not provide any use-
ful constraints, so we have not included them in this work.
Using the morphological criteria described in Section 3.3
we have selected 13 remnant candidates. It is worth mention-
ing that by following these criteria there can still be contami-
nations from other class of sources, for example face-on spiral
galaxies or cluster halos, which need to be identified and man-
ually removed from the sample. In this specific search we iden-
tified the spiral galaxy NGC 3445 and excluded it from further
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analysis. Of course we cannot exclude the possibility that some
candidates may just be active with atypical morphologies, and
future observations are planned to verify this possibility. Typi-
cal values of surface brightness at 150 MHz in these morpho-
logically selected sources are in the range 10-30 mJy arcmin−2,
comparable to what has been found for the source Blob1 by
Brienza et al. (2016) (15 mJy arcmin−2). For these sources we
also compute an upper limit to the core prominence as the ra-
tio between the FIRST 1400 MHz core flux density 3σ upper
limit and the LOFAR 150 MHz total flux density in the cata-
logue at 45 arcsec (see Table 3). We find upper limits in the range
7.9×10−4−1.3×10−2 which do not provide tight constraints. We
also derive the spectral index α1400150 using the LOFAR flux density
at 45 arcsec resolution and the NVSS (see Table 3). When the
NVSS map does not show a source detection, we compute a 3σ
upper limit by measuring the standard deviation of the flux den-
sity in ten different boxes surrounding the source location. The
results of this computation show that only two sources have spec-
tral indices α1400150 > 1.2 (J102905+585721, J104732+555007)
and four sources only have lower limits (J102842+575122,
J103602+554007, J103641+593702, J105402+550554). Inter-
estingly, only a fraction of these sources, <46% (6/13 sources,
three of which have upper limits in spectral index), are found to
have α1400150 >1.2.
With the low radio core prominence criterion (see Section
3.4) we selected a sample of 10/34 sources whose central ra-
dio cores appear to be inactive while the hot-spots may still
present. Three of these sources have been already selected with
the morphology criteria described above. The observed fraction
is consistent with that found in the H-ATLAS field by Hardcas-
tle et al. (2016). Also for this sample, we computed the spectral
index α1400150 using the LOFAR map at 45 arcsec resolution and
the NVSS map and we find that only a low fraction (∼7%) have
ultra-steep spectra with α1400150 >1.2.
To summarize, we have selected 23 remnant radio galaxy
candidates: 3 with the USS criterion and a conservative size cut
at 40 arcsec, 13 with the morphology criterion, and 10 with the
low core prominence criterion (3 sources are selected with both
the morphology and the low core-prominence criterion). A list
of the sources with their respective properties can be found in
Table 3. Radio maps of these sources are shown in Figure 3.
3.6 Implications from the selection
The four empirical methods described in the previous sections
have allowed us to select 23 candidate remnants with very dif-
ferent characteristics. We suggest that the different classes of ob-
jects found are related to different stages of the radio galaxy evo-
lution.
The ultra-steep spectrum selection is expected to be strongly
biased towards very aged plasma, i.e. very evolved remnant
sources, which should only represent a subclass of the entire
remnant population as shown in Godfrey et al. (2017) and further
investigated in the second part of this paper. Only three ultra-
steep spectrum remnant candidates have been identified from the
L45N sample.
Identifications based on morphology are crucial to expand-
ing the selection to include younger remnants. Sources selected
via this method are expected to follow an approximately uniform
distribution in remnant age. Therefore, the fraction of morpho-
logically selected remnant candidates that have ultra-steep spec-
tra is an indication of the age distribution in the remnant popu-
lation. Interestingly, only a fraction of these sources, <46% (six
sources, of which three have upper limits in spectral index), are
found to have α1400150 >1.2. The observed trend suggests that ultra-
steep spectrum remnants in the range 150-1400 MHz represent
only a fraction of the entire remnant population, and that rem-
nant plasma undergoes a very rapid luminosity evolution. This is
investigated further in the second part of the paper.
Finally, candidate remnants selected on the basis of low core
prominence are thought to be the youngest remnant radio galax-
ies that we can select where the time elapsed since the core
switch off is less than the jet travel time to the edges of the
sources. This is consistent with the fact that only ∼10% of these
sources are found to have ultra-steep spectra with α1400150 >1.2 sug-
gesting the plasma has not yet aged significantly.
Deep high-resolution imaging at complementary radio fre-
quencies are planned to further investigate the properties and
confirm the nature of the 23 candidates. Optical identification
of the host galaxies together with redshift information will give
us insights into the remnants’ surrounding environment and al-
low us to apply spectral ageing models to derive the age of the
plasma.
The main limitation of the selected candidates is that they do
not represent a complete sample; therefore, we cannot directly
compare the results of each selection criterion. This restriction
will be overcome soon as new surveys at high sensitivity and
higher frequency are released, allowing for a full exploitation of
the LOFAR data. APERTIF (Oosterloo et al. 2009) is going to
provide deep (σ=0.1 mJy) 1400 MHz data at comparable res-
olution to LOFAR, allowing a systematic search of ultra-steep
spectrum remnants down to low flux limits. The VLA Sky Sur-
vey (VLASS, Myers et al. 2014) will instead provide maps of
the northern sky at 3000 MHz with 0.12 mJy flux limit and 2.5
arcsec resolution. This will expand the low core prominence se-
lection down to low limits.
4. Simulating the population of active and remnant
FRI radio galaxies
For a long time there have been claims that sensitive low-
frequency surveys will lead to the discovery of many remnant
radio galaxies (e.g. Rottgering et al. 2006, Kapinska et al. 2015)
and LOFAR now gives us the opportunity to investigate whether
this is the case. However, precise modelling of the evolution of
remnants and predicting the number of remnants in the radio sky
remains challenging. Recently, Godfrey et al. (2017) presented
a study based on a VLSS-selected sample and mock catalogues
of high-power radio galaxies to derive the fraction of remnants
expected in flux limited samples.
Following this, and in parallel to our empirical search, we
have also simulated catalogues of low-power radio galaxies (see
Section 4.1) to provide constraints on the number of remnants
expected in the Lockman Hole field and more generally in the
LoTSS. As shown below, due to the higher sensitivity of the
LOFAR data with respect to the VLSS used by Godfrey et al.
(2017), both low-resolution and high-resolution radio catalogues
are dominated by low-power sources instead of high-power ones.
Therefore, an extension of Godfrey et al. (2017) simulations to
low-power radio galaxies is required if we want to consistently
compare the results of the simulations with those from these
Lockman Hole observations.
To create mock catalogues, we follow the same approach
proposed by Godfrey et al. (2017) who use the Monte Carlo
method to simulate a flux limited sample of FRII radio galax-
ies. This allows us to use available analytical spectral evolution
models and observed source properties to derive, to the first or-
der, the fraction of remnants in flux limited samples, given a set
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of model assumptions. With this approach we can directly com-
pare the empirical catalogue with the mock one by applying the
same flux density cut, and compare the results by applying the
same selection criteria. The main limitation is that the mock cata-
logues that are generated only contain information on the spectra
of the sources and not on the morphology, so a direct compari-
son can only be made based on the spectral criteria. In partic-
ular we focus on the ultra-steep spectral index criterion. Given
that the fraction of ultra-steep spectral index sources found in
the Lockman-WSRT and in the L45N catalogues are similar, as
a reference for the following simulations we use the Lockman-
WSRT catalogue, which is the deepest catalogue currently avail-
able with a mean flux limit of 1.5 mJy.
4.1 Dominant classes of radio source in our sample:
SKADS Simulations
In order to investigate quantitatively the dominant population of
radio sources in the catalogues described in Sect. 2, we use the
SKADS Simulated Skies (S3, Wilman et al. 2008). We run two
different simulations to reproduce both the Lockman-WSRT cat-
alogue and the L45N catalogue as follows:
– L45N - 30 sq. degrees with flux density detection limit at 151
MHz S151,min = 40 mJy. This predicts 602 sources (vs 543 in
the observed field) of which 69% are FRI, 28% are FRII, 2%
are Gigahertz-Peaked Spectrum, 1% are radio quiet AGN,
and 1% are star forming galaxies.
– Lockman-WSRT - 6.6 sq. degrees with flux density detection
limit at 151 MHz S151,min = 1.5 mJy. We choose 1.5 mJy as
an average 5σ value throughout the field. This predicts 1388
sources (vs 1376 in the observed field) of which 67% are
FRI, 2% are FRII, 3% are Gigahertz-Peaked Spectrum, 13%
are radio quiet AGN, and 15% are star forming galaxies
In both samples we can see that the predominant sources
(∼70%) are FRIs, i.e. typically low-power radio galaxies. The
main difference between the two samples is the number of FRII
radio galaxies, which drastically increases at higher flux densi-
ties, and in the number of star forming galaxies, which increases
at low flux limits. Therefore, we restrict the following simula-
tions to FRI radio galaxies which are expected to represent the
bulk of the population in our empirical samples. In particular,
we only model FRIs with lobed morphology (also referred to
as ‘bridged’), which constitute ∼62% of the B2 catalogue of
low-power radio galaxies according to Parma et al. (1996). This
choice is justified by the absence of models in the literature de-
scribing the dynamical evolution of ‘naked-jet’ or ‘tailed’ FRI
due to the complexity of the physics involved. We therefore ex-
pect ∼ 43% of our empirical catalogue to be constituted of lobed
FRIs, which is what we model in this section. In particular, we
know that 6.6% of the sources in the Lockman-WSRT catalogue
are found to be ultra-steep spectrum sources. We can therefore
put an upper limit on the fraction of remnant lobed FRIs with
ultra-steep spectrum equal to < 0.066/0.43 ∼15%, which can
vary in the range [10%-21%] according to errors.
4.2 Simulation approach
To create mock catalogues of radio galaxies we simulate several
thousands of sources using a Monte Carlo approach based on ra-
dio galaxy evolution models. In particular, we present two sim-
ulations based on two different evolution models described later
in this section: radiative evolution only (CI-off, Komissarov &
Gubanov 1994) and radiative and dynamical evolution (Komis-
sarov & Gubanov 1994 and Luo & Sadler 2010). Both models
depend on a set of parameters that describe the source proper-
ties and the surrounding environment (see Table 4). Some of
these parameters are kept fixed, while some others are sampled
from probability distributions based on empirical observations of
low-power radio galaxies. All parameters are treated as indepen-
dent variables in the simulation. The details of the assumptions
made for each parameter are discussed below. We calculate the
radio spectra using the code presented in Godfrey et al. (2017),
which is based on the synchrotron model proposed by Tribble
(1991, 1993), and further expanded to an implementable form
by Hardcastle (2013) and Harwood et al. (2013). According to
this, the magnetic field within each volume element of the lobe is
a Gaussian random field, with varying magnetic field orientation
and magnitude. We refer the interested reader to Godfrey et al.
(2017) for a full description of the implementation of the model.
Here we describe the main steps used to generate the mock cat-
alogues:
– set the number of sources to be generated (several thou-
sands);
– set the values of the fixed parameters of the model and sam-
ple the other parameters from the corresponding probability
distributions (see Figure 4);
– for each source, given its set of parameters, compute an up-
per limit to the flux density at the sample selection frequency
(150 MHz) following Section 4.6 in Godfrey et al. (2017);
– apply a flux density cut consistent with the deepest available
observations (1.5 mJy) so that all sources below the threshold
are rejected;
– for the remaining sources, calculate the model radio galaxy
spectrum accurately using numerical integration of equations
1 and 9 in Godfrey et al. (2017);
– derive flux densities at the observed frequencies and compute
relevant spectral indices;
– reject all sources for which the accurate flux density at the
selection frequency is below the flux limit.
In what follows, we describe each of the model parameters and
its corresponding probability distribution or fixed value.
Redshift z
To sample the redshifts we use a probability distribution of the
form
p(z) ∝ ρv(z)dVdz , (2)
where ρv(z) is the volume density of radio galaxies as a function
of redshift and dVdz is the differential comoving volume element
of a spherical shell. The comoving volume element for a flat
Universe (Ωk = 0) is derived following Hogg (1999). Follow-
ing the luminosity functions found by Willott et al. (2001) and
Wilman et al. (2008) for low-power sources (which are also used
in the SKADS simulations), we consider ρv(z) to be a piece-wise
power law:
ρv(z) ∝
{
(1 + z)k, k = 4.3 i f z < zl0
(1 + zl0)k, k = 0 i f z ≤ zl0 ≤ 5 (3)
with zl0 = 0.706.
We note here that the effect of cosmological luminosity evo-
lution is not considered in this work. This is justified by the fact
that FRI sources do not show a strong cosmological evolution
(e.g. Wall & Jackson 1997).
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Jet power Q jet
For the jet power probability distribution we assume a power-law
distribution with slope δ = 0.6 (Willott et al. 2001 and Kaiser &
Best 2007) in the range 1034 − 5 × 1037W (Luo & Sadler 2010).
Active time ton
The length of the active time of radio galaxies is still not very
well constrained, especially for FRI radio galaxies. Even though
we are aware of the discrepancies between spectral and dynam-
ical ages found in literature (e.g. Eilek 1996), we use here spec-
tral ages as a reference to be consistent with our spectral mod-
elling. For the B2 sample, radiative ages were calculated by
Parma et al. (1999) using the model by Jaffe & Perola (1973).
The mean source age of the sample is 31 Myr, while the max-
imum and minimum values are 5 Myr and 75 Myr, respec-
tively. In our simulation we sample ton from a truncated nor-
mal distribution with ton,min = 1 Myr, ton,max = 300 Myr, mean
ton = 40 Myr, and standard deviation σton = 30 Myr. The pa-
rameters of the distribution have been selected so that the final
age distribution in the mock catalogue reproduces the age distri-
bution of the B2 sample.
Source age tobs
We sample the source ages from a uniform distribution with
tobs,min = 0.1 Myr and tobs,max = 400 Myr.
Particle energy injection index p
The particle injection index of each radio source is sampled from
a truncated normal distribution with pmin = 2.0, pmax = 2.4,
mean p = 2.2, and standard deviation σp = 0.2. This corre-
sponds to a continuous distribution of injection spectral index in
the range 0.5 < α < 0.7 peaking at 0.6, which is in agreement
with the empirical results by Laing & Bridle (2013).
Electron energy fraction e
The electron energy factor e represents the fraction of jet power
that is converted to the internal energy of the relativistic elec-
trons. In the model we assume that the internal energy of the
radio source is equally partitioned between particles and mag-
netic energy. We assume that the electron-to-proton ratio is k=1,
as suggested by Croston (2008) for lobed FRIs. This translates
into an electron energy factor of e = 0.25.
4.2.1. Simulation with radiative evolution alone
In this simulation we use a model which only includes the
radiative evolution of the radio galaxy (Komissarov & Gubanov
1994). In particular, the radiative evolution is dominated by
the synchrotron emission with a contribution from the inverse
Compton scattering whose significance increases with redshift.
This means that no dynamical evolution is considered, i.e. no
evolution of the magnetic field nor of the volume with time. This
assumption is usually made when calculating the age of the radio
plasma using spectral ageing models (continuous injection, CI
Jaffe & Perola 1973; and CI-off, Komissarov & Gubanov 1994,
Murgia et al. 2011) and therefore it is relevant to consider here.
The parameters used in the simulation are reported in Col-
umn 2 of Table 4. The magnetic field energy density is assumed
to have an average fixed value of B=5 µG for all sources, which
is equal to the median equipartition value found for the sources
in the B2 catalogue (Parma et al. 1999).
4.2.2. Simulation with radiative and dynamical evolution
Dynamical processes must also play a substantial role in the
radio galaxy evolution. For this reason we expand the radiative
model described in Section 4.2.1 to include a convenient dynam-
ical model of the source evolution suitable for low-power radio
galaxies. The model reproduces two distinct phases of expansion
to describe both the active phase and inactive phase of the radio
source.
In the active phase we assume that the expansion of the
source is driven by the jet, according to the pressure-limiting
expansion model presented in Luo & Sadler (2010). This con-
siders that as the source expands the internal lobe pressure con-
tinuously finds a balance with the external pressure that de-
creases outwardly. This is assumed to happen on a timescale
much shorter than the age of the source, so that we can always
consider the lobe pressure plobe to be equal to the ambient pres-
sure pamb. In the inactive phase we assume instead that the lobes
rise buoyantly through the hot atmosphere at a velocity equal to
half the local sound speed cs (Enßlin & Brüggen 2002). As a
result, the lobe pressure decreases with time, and the source ex-
pands adiabatically and isotropically. The second phase is called
the “bubble phase". The transition between the two phases oc-
curs at the the time when the speed of the jet-driven expansion
(derived from equation 4 in Luo & Sadler 2010) equals the con-
stant speed of the bubble phase. As a first approximation, we do
not include here multiple episodes of jet activity.
We assume that the lobes expand in an external environment,
i.e. the halo of its parent galaxy, whose density profile ρm scales
with radial distance r following a power law with power β:
ρm ∝ r−β (4)
In particular, the volume of the radio galaxy evolves with time
following a piece-wise power law whose power depends on the
surrounding environment and on the source age as
V(t) ∝
{
t3/(3−β), i f t < ton (Luo & Sadler 2010)
tβ/Γ, i f t > ton (adiabatic expansion)
, (5)
where t is the source age, ton is the length of its active phase,
and Γ = 4/3 is the adiabatic index. The proportionality is justi-
fied because the model does not depend on the absolute volume
value, but only on its variations over time.
Similarly, the magnetic energy density B, which is assumed
to be coupled with the plasma, evolves with time following a
piece-wise power law whose power depends on the surrounding
environment and on the source age as
B(t) =
{
B0t−2β/(3−β), i f t < ton (Luo & Sadler 2010)
B0t−β/2, i f t > ton (adiabatic expansion)
, (6)
where B0 is the magnetic energy density value at the initial time
t0. We describe the derivation of B0 in detail below.
The parameters used in this model are listed in Table 4. The
values and distributions of the parameters in common with the
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Table 4: List of the parameters used in the simulations described in Section 4.2 with their respective references. References: (1) Luo
& Sadler (2010); (2) Laing & Bridle (2013); (3) Croston (2008); (4) Willott et al. (2001); (5) Parma et al. (1999); (6) Wilman et al.
(2008). *Magnetic fields are computed assuming pressure balance between the source lobes and the external environment for each
source, as described in Section 4.2.2
.
Parameter Radiative model only Radiative and dynamical model Reference
β - Power index of the ambient medium density profile - 1.5 1
r0 - Normalization radius of the ambient medium density profile [kpc] - 2 1
p0 - Normalization pressure of the ambient medium density profile [Pa] - 3 × 1011 1
cs - Sound speed [km/s] - 1000 -
χ - Geometric factor - 1 1
Γ - Adiabatic index - 4/3 1
γl - Minimum Lorentz factor 5 5 1
γm - Maximum Lorentz factor 1 × 107 1 × 107 1
p - Relativistic particle spectral index 2.0-2.4 2.0-2.4 2
e - Electron energy fraction 0.25 0.25 3
Qjet - Jet power [W] 1034 − 5 × 1037 1034 − 5 × 1037 1, 4
B - Magnetic field [µG] 5 0.02-50* 5
ton - Duration of the active phase [Myr] 1-300 1-300 5
tobs - Source age [Myr] 0.1-400 0.1-400 -
z - Redshift 0-5 0-5 4, 6
previous model are kept equal. In the following sections we dis-
cuss in more detail the parameters that are added in this model.
Radial density profile exponent β
The ambient medium in which the lobes expand is assumed to
have a power-law radial density profile ρm(r), as discussed in
Sec. 4.2. As a first-order approximation, we keep the value of
the power exponent β fixed to 1.5 for all galaxies (Luo & Sadler
2010, Morganti et al. 1988).
Initial magnetic energy density B0
The initial magnetic energy density B0 is one of the main pa-
rameters of the model which dictates most of the evolution of
the radio spectrum, and should be carefully normalized. Unfor-
tunately, despite our understanding of FRII radio galaxies (e.g.
Croston et al. 2005, Harwood et al. 2016), magnetic fields in
low-power radio galaxies are still not well constrained observa-
tionally. We therefore need to rely on the equipartition condition
to derive the normalization of the magnetic energy density B0.
We assume here that the electron-to-proton ratio is k=1 as sug-
gested by Croston (2008) for lobed FRIs.
Here we assume that at an initial time, t0 = 0.1 Myr, each
source has a size which depends on its jet power and the ambient
medium according to equation (4) of Luo & Sadler (2010). As
we are using a pressure-limiting expansion with plobe ∼ pamb, we
can derive the internal lobe pressure as
plobe,0 = p0(r0/r)β, (7)
where p0 and r0 are used to normalize the power law, and are
assumed to have the following values p0 = 3×1011 Pa and r0 =2
kpc (Luo & Sadler 2010). Since we assume here the density pro-
file ρm(r) to be a power law, these values just serve as normal-
ization for the power law. Assuming equipartition between mag-
netic field energy and particle energy we can then derive
B0 = (plobe,0 × µ0)0.5, (8)
where µ0 is the magnetic constant.
According to this derivation, at the time t0 the lobes of low
jet power sources are smaller and therefore more confined to
the higher density regions of the ambient medium. Since the
pressure of the external gas is higher and we assume a bal-
ance between the lobe pressure and the external pressure, these
sources have higher lobe pressure and therefore higher equipar-
tition magnetic fields.
To confirm the robustness of this normalization we have
compared the magnetic fields derived by Parma et al. (1999) for
the B2 sample to those obtained in our mock catalogues at tobs
(Section 4.3.2). In particular, in Figure 4 we show how the mag-
netic field correlates with age and size for sources in the mock
catalogue and for sources in the B2 sample. The values obtained
from the simulations are well matched by those observed in the
B2 sample.
Sound speed cs
We assume that the expansion in the second dynamical phase
(the remnant phase) happens at a constant velocity equal to 500
km s−1. This value corresponds to half of the local sound speed
cs for an intergalactic medium of intermediate density (Enßlin
& Brüggen 2002). Lower values cause the sources with low jet
powers (Qjet . 5 × 1035) to enter the bubble phase when the
jets are still active. In these cases, the jets are so weak that the
isotropic adiabatic expansion starts to dominate at earlier stages.
Typical values of the sound speeds in the intergalactic
medium vary in the range ∼ 500− 1500 km s−1 with rich cluster
environments having higher cs with respect to small groups.
4.3 Simulation results
In this section we describe the main results of the simulations
presented in the former sections. Table 5 shows the fractions of
different sources found in the two simulations. Figures 5 and 6
show the main distributions of the output parameters for the two
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simulations for active (tobs < ton), remnant (tobs > ton), and ultra-
steep spectrum remnant (tobs < ton and α1400150 > 1.2) sources.
Table 5: Results of Monte Carlo simulations.
Number of sources Radiative Radiative + Dynamic
in the sample evolution evolution
(S150MHz > 1.5mJy)
Total* 1609 1665
Active (tobs < ton) 1073 (66%) 1317 (79%)
Remnants (tobs > ton) 536 (33%) 329 (20%)
Ultra-steep spectrum 387 (24%) 165 (10%)
(tobs < ton and α1400150 > 1.2)
Ultra-steep spectrum 444 (28%) 321 (19%)
(tobs < ton and α5000150 > 1.2)
Notes. ∗Sources selected above a flux density of 1.5 mJy and produced
from a simulation of 1.5×105 sources.
4.3.1. Results of the simulation with radiative evolution model
In this section we discuss the results of the simulation with the
radiative evolution model presented in Section 4.2.1. As sum-
marized in Table 5, the mock catalogue contains a total of 1609
sources, of which 1073 (66%) are active (tobs < ton) and 536
(33%) are remnants (tobs > ton). In particular, 387 sources (24%
of the entire catalogue) have ultra-steep spectra in the range 150-
1400 MHz with α1400150 > 1.2.
The major result of this simulation is that the fraction of
ultra-steep spectrum FRI remnant radio galaxies (24% of the cat-
alogue) is very hard to reconcile with the upper limit of <15%
that we derived from the empirical catalogue (see Section 4.1).
This shows that models which are classically used to derive ra-
diative ages of FRIs give inconsistent results in terms of the frac-
tion of remnants observed in flux limited samples. This supports
the finding of Harwood (2017) that modelling of integrated radio
spectra with available models, i.e. CI (Jaffe & Perola 1973) and
CI-off (Komissarov & Gubanov 1994), possibly leads to unreal-
istic source ages and shows the limitation of this approach.
In Figure 5 we show the main distributions of the output pa-
rameters for the simulation with radiative evolution alone.
4.3.2. Results of the simulation with radiative and dynamical
evolution models
In this section we describe the results obtained from the simu-
lation with both radiative and dynamical evolution models pre-
sented in Section 4.2.2. As summarized in Table 5, the mock
catalogue contains a total of 1665 sources, of which 1317 (79%)
are active (tobs < ton) and 329 (20%) are remnants (tobs > ton).
Interestingly, only half of the remnant sources (165 sources and
10% of the entire catalogue) have ultra-steep spectra in the range
150-1400 MHz with α1400150 > 1.2.
These results confirm that remnant radio galaxies with ultra-
steep spectra in the range 150-1400 MHz represent only a frac-
tion of the entire remnant population, as was demonstrated by
Godfrey et al. (2017) for FRII sources. The results also validate
our decision to select remnant radio galaxies in the Lockman
Hole field using three complementary selection criteria as de-
scribed in Section 3. The percentage of ultra-steep spectra rem-
nant radio galaxies found in this simulation including dynamical
evolution in the remnant phase is 10%, consistent with the ob-
served upper limit for FRIs (<15%; see Section 4.1). Given the
large number of parameters in the model and the first-order na-
ture of the calculations, the agreement between the two values
is impressive and contrasts with the previous model for which
no dynamical evolution was implemented in the remnant phase.
These results demonstrate that dynamical evolution of FRI radio
galaxies continues in the remnant phase.
More information from the simulation results can be ob-
tained by looking at Figure 6. The top left panel of Figure 6
shows the spectral index distribution of the sources in the mock
catalogue. The distribution has a median value of α=0.78 in
agreement with observations and has a tail that extends to higher
values. In accordance with the CI model, active sources have
values in the range 0.5-1, while remnant sources dominate the
ultra-steep spectrum tail. From this plot it is also clear that not
all remnant radio galaxies show ultra-steep spectra.
The flux density distribution at 150 MHz (Figure 6, top right)
shows the expected decrease in the number of sources at high
flux densities. The luminosity distribution at 1400 MHz (Figure
6, centre left) peaks around 1024 WHz−1 in agreement with ob-
served low-power radio galaxies, with a tail of remnant sources
that extends to 1020 WHz−1. Figure 6, centre right, demon-
strates that low-power radio sources in such a flux limited sample
(S150>1.5 mJy) are not expected to be located at redshifts much
higher than 1.3. In particular, due to their faster luminosity evo-
lution and the inverse Compton scattering at high redshifts, rem-
nant radio galaxies are mostly observed at redshifts of less than
1. Figure 6, bottom, shows that after the switch off, the remnant
plasma quickly becomes invisible. About 70% of the remnant
sources have ages <1.5 × ton. This suggests that the luminosity
evolution of the plasma after the jets switch off is very fast, due
to adiabatic and radiative losses and to the decreasing magnetic
field. In particular, ultra-steep remnants occupy the oldest tail of
the distribution.
4.4 Discussion of the Monte Carlo simulation results
The simulations presented in the previous sections are based on
simplified models of radio galaxy evolution and, in this particu-
lar paper, we focus on one specific source type, i.e. lobed FRIs.
Here we briefly comment the uncertainties connected with the
choice of parameters and the implications that they have on the
robustness of the results. Among all the parameters of the simu-
lations, we have identified three that appear to have the most in-
fluence on the final results. The first is the initial magnetic energy
density B0 which has been derived according to equipartition
conditions. Various studies have shown, at least for most FRII
radio galaxies, that this approximation is not correct and an av-
erage correction factor of 0.7 should be applied to equipartition
magnetic field (Croston et al. 2005, Hardcastle et al. 2016). Al-
though no such studies have been performed on FRI radio galax-
ies, we cannot exclude that variations from the equipartition con-
ditions are present, as observed for higher power sources. In par-
ticular, lower values of the magnetic energy density would in-
crease the remnant fraction, while higher values would decrease
the remnant fraction. As a control test we ran the same simula-
tion decreasing B by a factor 0.7 and found that the fraction of
ultra-steep remnants increases from 10% to 11%.
The second parameter that plays a major role in the final
result is the slope of the radial density profile of the external
medium β. We investigate how increasing β to 1.8 affects the re-
sulting remnant fraction and we find a decrease of about a factor
2. A value of β=1.8 also provides a worse match with the trends
observed in the B2 catalogue, which are plotted in Fig. 4.
Another parameter that is worth discussing is the source ac-
tive time ton. At present, our knowledge of the radio galaxy duty
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cycle is limited to very few single-object studies, and informa-
tion on its distribution among the radio galaxy population is not
available (e.g. Konar et al. 2013; Shulevski et al. 2017). We have
explored the variation in the results when modifying the param-
eters of the distribution of ton, and we find that the fraction of
ultra-steep remnant can go as low as 6% when increasing ton to
60 Myr and increasing σton to 100 Myr. Likely, we will be soon
able to put firmer constraints as bigger samples of radio galaxies
are characterized by new radio facilities like LOFAR.
Despite the uncertainties discussed above, the results of the
simulation with radiative and dynamical models is promising
and demonstrate that by including a dynamical component in the
spectral models in addition to the radiative component, we can
obtain agreement between the fraction of remnant sources in the
simulated catalogue and the observed upper limit.
Finally, it is interesting to note that simulations predict that,
by including 5000-MHz data in the selection with the ultra-steep
spectrum criterion, it would be possible to recover almost the
entire remnant population (see Table 5). The need to include
frequencies > 1400 MHz in the ultra-steep spectrum selection
was already recognized by Brienza et al. (2016). The validity
of this prediction could be further tested by including data at
frequencies >1400 MHz in the empirical source selection. How-
ever, such high-frequency observations at such low flux limits
are currently not available over a large fraction of the sky.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper we have presented a search for remnant radio
galaxies in the extra-galactic Lockman-Hole field in order to
assess their fraction in low-frequency radio samples. Using
both spectral and morphological criteria, we have selected 23
remnant radio galaxy candidates which will be confirmed with
dedicated future observations. Furthermore, we have created
mock catalogues of low-power radio galaxies using Monte
Carlo simulations to investigate whether current radiative and
dynamical models of the radio galaxy evolution predict a
fraction of remnant radio galaxies which is consistent with
observations. The main findings are as follows:
(i) Ultra-steep spectrum remnant sources with α1400150 >1.2
represent a fraction of <4.1% [3.7%-6.3%] of the entire Lock-
man Hole low resolution catalogue and <6.6% [4.3%-9.2%]
of the Lockman-WSRT catalogue. In particular, we expect the
fraction of lobed FRIs to be ∼ 43% of the entire radio catalogue
and can therefore put an upper limit on the fraction of remnant
lobed FRIs with ultra-steep spectrum in the Lockman-WSRT
of < 0.066/0.43 ∼15% (in the range [10%-21%]). Simulations
based on radiative and dynamical models predict a remnant
fraction of 10%, which is consistent with observations. On the
contrary, simulations based on radiative models only overpredict
the number of ultra-steep spectrum remnants by almost a factor
of 2. This demonstrates that dynamical evolution plays an
important role in the remnant phase of lobed FRI radio galaxies.
Most importantly, it shows that models which are classically
used to derive radiative ages of FRIs give inconsistent results
in terms of the fraction of remnants observed in flux limited
samples. By neglecting adiabatic cooling, and magnetic field
evolution during the remnant phase, radiative ages overestimate
the remnant age, and therefore can be considered as upper limits.
(ii) Mock catalogues show that ultra-steep spectrum remnant
sources with α1400150 >1.2 represent only a fraction of the entire
FRIs remnant radio galaxy population (∼50%) and, in particular,
represent the oldest tail of the age distribution. When including
5000 MHz observations in the selection the fraction of remnants
is almost entirely recovered. This demonstrates the need to
include frequencies >1400 MHz or additional selection methods
in order to collect the entire population. This is in agreement
with the findings by Godfrey et al. (2017) for FRII radio
galaxies.
(iii) Simulations predict a very rapid drop in remnant radio
galaxies above 100 Myr. About 70% of the remnant sources
have ages <1.5 × ton. This suggest that the luminosity evolution
of the plasma after the jets switch off is very fast, due to
adiabatic and radiative losses and to the decreasing magnetic
field.
(iv) Morphology and radio core prominence can be used
as complementary selection criteria to identify remnant radio
galaxies, thus avoiding any age bias. A fraction of <46% of
morphologically selected remnants and a fraction of ∼10% of
core prominence selected remnants are found to have ultra-steep
spectra with α1400150 >1.2. This result is in agreement with the
simulation results showing that ultra-steep spectrum remnants
represent only a fraction of the entire population and that
remnant plasma undergoes a very rapid luminosity evolution.
(v) The spectral curvature criterion in the frequency range
150-1400 MHz is not ideal for selecting remnant radio galaxies.
Because the steepening of the spectrum at early stages occurs
mostly at higher frequency, including 5000-MHz observations
in this kind of analysis is essential for the selection to work.
Unfortunately, observations at such low flux limit at 5000 MHz
is currently not available over a large fraction of the sky.
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Fig. 3: Candidate remnant radio galaxies selected on the basis of different selection criteria (see Sect. 3). LOFAR radio contours (-3,
3, 5, 10, 15, 30, 50 × σlocal ≈ 0.5 mJy) of the highest resolution map 18 × 15 arcsec are overlaid on the FIRST map, whose scale is
set in the range [3σlocal − Speak]. The LOFAR beam is shown in the bottom left corner. The selection criterion used to identify the
source is shown in the top right corner (M=morphology, CP=low core prominence, US=ultra-steep spectrum with size>40 arcsec).
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Fig. 4: Magnetic field as a function of age (right panel) and source size (left panel). Green, red, and blue circles represent active,
remnant, and ultra-steep remnant sources, respectively, as predicted by the model with radiative and dynamical evolution (Section
4.3.2). Black squares represent sources of the B2 sample (Parma et al. 1999).
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Fig. 5: Main output parameters for the mock catalogue produced assuming radiative evolution models only, as described in Section
4.2.1. The green line represents active sources, the red line represents remnant sources, the blue line represents ultra-steep spectrum
remnant sources with α1400150 > 1.2.
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Fig. 6: Main output parameters for the mock catalogue produced assuming radiative and dynamical evolution models, as described
in Section 4.2.2. The green line represents active sources, the red line represents remnant sources, the blue line represents ultra-steep
spectrum remnant sources with α1400150 > 1.2.
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